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Abstract
In this work three-dimensional potential energy surfaces of the first five singlet states of OHF are de-
veloped based on fits of more than 10000 highly accurate ab initio points. An approximate treatment is
presented for the calculation of the anisotropy parameter describing the electron angular distribution pho-
todetached from a molecular anion. This method is used to calculate the angle-resolved photoelectron
spectra in the photodetachment of OHF−. The wave packet formed in the neutral OHF system is placed at
the transition state region, and yields the formation of OH+F and HF+O products. The results are compared
with the recent experimental measurements published by Neumark( Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 7, 433
(2005)). The intensity found at low electron kinetic energy including these 5 states and the three lower
triplet states is found to be low. To analyze the effect of higher electronic states more excited 1Σ−,3 Σ+ and
3∆ states are calculated at collinear geometry. The agreement with the experimental data improves, thus
demonstrating that the correct simulation of the photodetachment spectrum at 213 nm involves at least 12
electronic states. All the structures of the experimental spectra are semiquantitatively reproduced finding
an overall good agreement. It is concluded that the main problem of the simulation is in the intensity and
anisotropy parameters. An alternative to their calculation would be to fit their values to reproduce the ex-
perimental results, but this would require to separate the contribution arising from different final electronic
states.
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1I. INTRODUCTION
Chemical reactions involve a drastic change in the electronic structure from reactants to prod-
ucts. The adiabatic potential energy surfaces (PES’s) involved can be viewed as resulting from the
diagonalization of a Hamiltonian matrix represented in a crude basis of “diabatic” states correlat-
ing to the asymptotic states of reactants and products, and their mutual crossings create barriers
along the minimum energy paths (MEP). Such singular regions, or transition states (TS’s), act as
bottlenecks for the reaction, determining mechanisms and many of the properties of the measured
quantities.
The nature of the reactive TS were first studied in molecular beam studies[1] under single col-
lision conditions, studying the effect of pre- and post-collision variables such as quantum state
specification, angular and rotational polarization. Very valuable information of the TS was indi-
rectly obtained with the help of theoretical dynamical simulations and ab initio calculations of the
intermolecular potential, giving rise, for example, to the so called Polanyi rules[2–4].
Several spectroscopic techniques have been developed to obtain more direct information about
the structure and dynamics at the TS, giving rise to the so called Transition State Spectroscopy
(TSS)[5–7]. Recently,the development of ultrafast lasers also allows probing of the dynamics in
real time[8, 9], and if the pulse is properly designed it may be used to control the outcome of the
reaction[10, 11]. Moreover, some promising new directions in the field of TSS fill the gap between
gas and condensed phases, through the study of solvation effects in mass selected clusters[7, 12–
14] or heterogeneous chemistry on metal surfaces[15].
In these spectroscopic studies, the TS is reached via photon excitation from a specific precursor,
usually a van der Waals complex between the two reactants[7, 16–27] or a stable negative ion[6,
28–33]. Using van der Waals complexes as precursors, one alternative developed by Wittig and co-
workers[7, 26, 27] consists in photodissociating one of the reactants ejecting one fragment towards
the second partner at restricted geometry conditions, imposed by the structure of the initial van der
Waals precursor. In a second possibility, one of the partners within the complex is promoted to
excited electronic states where the reaction takes place, as first done by Soep and co-workers[16–
20], and lately applied by Polanyi and co-workers[21–23] and González-Ureña and co-workers[24,
25]. These complexes are typically formed by a halide molecule (RX) and a metal atom (M), which
acts as chromophore. In the case of complexes of alkali atoms, the measured electronic spectra
have been well reproduced by theoretical simulations[34–36]. Reaction dynamics involve non-
2adiabatic transitions towards the ground electronic state, as recently simulated for Li-HF[37], and
product detection in the ground state is complicated. In complexes containing alkali-earth atoms,
however, the MX products are electronically excited and are more easily detected because they
fluoresce. Nevertheless, the higher number of excited states and their complicated sequence of
curve crossings appearing in this last case, makes their theoretical simulation very difficult.
On the other hand, TSS studies from an anion as a precursor are feasible if it is stable and its
equilibrium geometry is similar to the TS of the neutral system of interest. Thus very interesting
information about the TS on the ground electronic state and some dynamical resonances linked to
it (otherwise very elusive to detect), has been obtained from photoelectron detachment spectra for
many benchmark reactions such as OH+H2 and F+H2, recently reviewed[38]. Reactions involving
open shell reactants and products are particularly interesting because they are very common in
atmospheric and interstellar chemistry. The presence of several electronic states, crossing along
the reaction path with significant non-adiabatic effects, complicates the interpretation of the re-
sults: the selection rules involved in electric dipole transitions, angular distributions and rotational
polarization of products make of TSS studies a source of data to unravel the dynamics.
This is the situation of the O(3P,1D)+HF(1Σ+)→ OH(2Π)+ F(2P ) reaction, whose MEP for
some of the states involved are shown in Fig.1 for collinear geometries. This reaction can be
considered a model system of the more general reactions involving halogen atoms that play an
important role in the catalytic ozone destruction cycle[39]. The reaction involving chlorine atoms
has been the most widely studied[40–50], typically in single Adiabatic Potential Energy Surfaces
(APES).
Experimental information about OHF was obtained in the photoelectron detachment spectro-
scopic studies performed by Neumark and co-workers[51]. In these experiments the OHF− anion,
of linear equilibrium configuration, is excited by detaching an electron, and several electronic
states of the neutral OHF system are reached in the region of the TS. For this reason several theo-
retical simulations[51, 52] restricted to collinear OHF geometries and the ground electronic state
were performed.
Later, three-dimensional PES’s for the ground triplet 13A′′ state[53] and two first excited triplet
states, 23A′′ and 13A′, were obtained[54]. The simulated photodetachment spectra[55], obtained
using these three three-dimensional APES’s of the lower triplet states, and four two-dimensional
PES’s for singlet states, reproduced qualitatively rather well all the structures of the experimental
photoelectron detachment spectrum[51].
3The exploration of non-adiabatic mechanisms has become accessible by two new sets of pho-
todetachment spectroscopy experiments, which allow the probing of conical intersections as has
already been reported for other systems[56–58]. In one case, Neumark published[38] the pho-
toelectron spectra recorded some years before[59] at two angles with respect to the polarization
vector of the incident light. The analysis of these data can help to separate the contribution aris-
ing from different electronic states, as will be treated in detail in the present work. Moreover,
since the initial wave packet is sitting on the top of the two conical intersections[60], these spec-
tra provide direct spectroscopic data about the region of the crossings. Second, Continetti and
co-workers[61, 62] have detected in coincidence the electron and neutral fragments. Since the
formation of products requires that the wave packet passes through the conical intersections, such
kind of experiments would provide information about non-adiabatic transitions induced by conical
intersections in the reaction dynamics.
In addition, the reaction cross section simulated for the OH+F collision on the excited adiabatic
triplet states was found to be too low[54]. Thus, with only the ground triplet state contributing to
the reaction the simulated rate constant is too small with respect to the experimental one[63].
This could be attributed to inaccuracies of the APES’s. However, the high quality of the ab initio
calculations and the accuracy of the fits indicates that this is probably not the only reason for the
disagreement.
Very recently, new coupled diabatic potential energy surfaces have been proposed to describe
the first three triplet states and to account for the non-adiabatic effects. The angle-resolved photo-
electron spectra were simulated, finding rather good agreement with the experimental data reported
by Neumark[38] at 213 nm and high electron kinetic energy. For low kinetic energy, however, it
is necessary to include the singlet states as shown in a collinear geometry in previous studies[55].
In this work the three-dimensional PES of the first five singlet states of OHF are calculated,
correlating to O (1D) + HF (1Σ+) and F (2P) + OH (2Π) asymptotes, as described in section II.
The angle-resolved photoelectron spectra simulated using a wave packet treatment are described
in section III. Finally some conclusions are extracted in section IV.
II. AB INITIO THREE-DIMENSIONAL POTENTIAL ENERGY SURFACES.
The total disocciation limit of these five electronic singlet states corresponds to
O(3P)+H(2S)+F(2P) because of the avoided crossing between the potential energy curves con-
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necting with O(1D) + HF (1Σ+) and O (3P) + HF (3Π) channels. This crossing can be seen in the
bottom panel of Fig. 1, where the asymptotic curves for the three channels, HF, OH and FO, are
shown.
All ab initio electronic structure calculations were carried out with the MOLPRO suite of pro-
grams [64] in Cs symmetry. The basis sets used are the correlation-consistent polarized valence
triple zeta basis sets of Dunning and co-workers[65, 66] augmented with diffuse functions for F,
O and H atoms, denoted aug-cc-pVTZ or AVTZ. These extra diffuse functions were optimized to
reproduce the lowest state of the anion.
First, full valence state-average complete active space calculations (SA-CASSCF) [67, 68]
are performed. This includes all molecular orbitals arising from the valence atomic orbitals (14
electrons in 9 orbitals) that, with the AVTZ basis set (115 contracted Gaussian functions), results
in 302 and 238 configuration state functions (CSFs) for the 1A′ and 1A′′ symmetries, respectively.
The two lowest a′ CASSCF molecular orbitals (approximately, 1s orbitals on fluorine and oxygen
atoms) have been optimized, but maintaining them doubly occupied. The states included in the
SA-CASSCF calculation are six 1A′, five 1A′′, five 3A′ and five 3A′′. This choice was already
discussed in a previous paper and was used for the calculation of the excited triplet states[54] and
it ensures the correct asymptotic degeneration of all the calculated states that correlate with F (2P )
+ OH (2Π) and O (1D) + HF (1Σ+) dissociation limits. In addition, at collinear geometries, the
A′ and A′′ states correlating to the Π or ∆ doublets become degenerate (with a numerical error of
≈2 meV).
After the SA-CASSCF calculation, internally contracted multireference configuration interac-
tion (icMRCI) calculations[69, 70] were performed. Finally, the Davidson correction (+Q) [71]
was applied to the final energies in order to approximately account for unlinked cluster effects of
higher excitations.
A. Triatomic ab initio calculations
Internal coordinates rHF , rOH and OHF bond angle (θ) are used in all the ab initio calculations.
The general grid consisted of 25 values for rHF (1.2 − 15.0 a0), 25 values for rOH (1.3 − 15.0
a0) and 10 values for the angle (0 − 1800), corresponding θ = 1800 to collinear OHF and θ = 00
to both collinear HOF and OFH structures. Moreover, as done for the triplet surfaces, additional
points along the MEP, obtained using preliminary fits to the general grid, were computed. This
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iterative procedure allows an accurate description of the important regions of the surfaces, like
TS’s, intermediate wells and, in general, the energetically low lying regions. A total of ≈ 20000
points was obtained for each of the three 1A′ potential energy surfaces and ≈ 10000 points for the
two 1A′′ ones.
In order to estimate the effect of higher angular momentum functions in the potential energy
surface (PES), some calculations have been performed with several extended AVnZ basis sets of
Dunning et al.[65, 66]. For each surface, energies and geometries of the stationary points as well as
of the reactants and products have been optimized with n =3, 4 and 5. For example, for the ground
1A′′ state, the computed relative energies and optimized geometries are compared in Table I. The
energy difference between the AVTZ and AV5Z results is only about 0.01 eV, and the geometry
difference is, in general, lower than 0.03 a0 for the distances or 0.1o for the OHF angle. Similar
results are found for the other states. So, in general, the inclusion of higher angular momentum
functions in the basis sets shows that the AVTZ basis provides results of sufficient accuracy. On
the other hand, the icMRCI+Q calculations with the AVQZ and AV5Z basis sets involve a great
number of contracted or uncontracted configurations, making the calculation of the whole surface
at those levels computationally too expensive.
It is also interesting to indicate that the calculated value obtained for the O(3P) → O(1D) ex-
citation energy with the AV TZ basis set is 16080 cm−1, which compares rather well with the
experimental data [72–77] of 15868 cm−1. This experimental value is corrected for spin-orbit
splittings since the ab initio calculations do not include them.
B. Global Potential Energy Surfaces
The icMRCI+Q energies for the five singlet electronic states have been fitted using the proce-
dure developed in refs.[78, 79]. A many-body expansion
VOHF =
3∑
A
VA +
3∑
AB
V
(2)
AB(rAB) + V
(3)
ABC(rAB, rAC , rBC)
is used to represent the PES.
Each two-body potential is written as a sum of short- and long-range terms, V (2)AB = Vshort +
Vlong, with
Vshort = c0
e−αrAB
rAB
; (c0, α > 0)
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Vlong =
L∑
i
ciρ
i
AB; ρAB(rAB) = rABe
−β
(N)
AB
rAB (βAB > 0),
where the ci (i = 0, ..., L) are linear fitting parameters, and α and β(N)AB (with N = 2) are non-
linear fitting parameters. The variables ρAB are modified Rydberg functions that depend on the
internuclear distances and tend to zero when the corresponding distance goes to zero or to infinity.
In all the electronic states considered, the root mean square (rms) errors of the fitted diatomic po-
tentials from ab initio values are 1.6 and 7.2 meV for OH and HF fragments, respectively. For the
H+FO rearrangement channel, however, 1 1A′ and 1 1A′′ states correlate with the ground FO(2Π)
state while 2 1A′ and 2 1A′′ states correlate with the excited FO(2∆) state and the 3 1A′ state with
FO(2Σ+). FO diatom is energetically not accessible in the energy range of interest. Even so, the
highest rms of the FO is 6.1 meV, for the ground state. The F+OH and O(1D)+HF channels are
accurately described by all the surfaces. The experimental equilibrium geometries (vibrational fre-
quencies) are rOH= 1.8326 a.u. (3738 cm−1) and rHF= 1.7327 a.u. (4138 cm−1). The agreement
between calculated, fitted and experimental values is very good, as shown in Table II.
The three body term is expressed as the expansion:
V
(3)
ABC(rAB, rAC , rBC) =
K∑
ijk
dijkρ
i
ABρ
j
ACρ
k
BC ,
in the same type of Rydberg functions as above withN = 3. The linear parameters dijk (i+j+k ≤
K) and the three nonlinear parameters β(3)AB, β(3)AC and β(3)BC are determined by fitting to the last
equation the corresponding calculated ab initio energies for every state after subtraction of the
total two body contributions. The overall root mean square errors of the fitted PES’s is always
below 43 meV (≈ 1 kcal/mol). In general, the maximum errors (Emax) in the fit of the surfaces
are located in repulsive regions, being the highest error of 41 meV for the 1 1A′′ potential energy
surface.
C. Topological characteristics
Information about the main topological characteristics of the 5 surfaces is obtained visualizing
their three-dimensional MEP, in Fig.2. They were obtained following the gradient extremal path
[80, 81] as a function of the arc length, s, defined as the sum of the displacements ds between two
consecutive points of the surface in terms of the three internuclear distances[81]. By convention,
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we take ds positive from the saddle point toward the O + HF channel and negative toward the OH
+ F channel. Therefore, s = 0 corresponds to the saddle point for each PES.
In each surface, geometry optimization of the stationary points has been performed for the an-
alytical fits as well as for the ab initio calculations. In addition, to check the accuracy of the fits,
a normal mode analysis has also been performed in the neighborhood of all fitted and calculated
stationary points. Normal modes are denoted as (v, n, b) and, in most of the cases, can be ap-
proximately assigned to the OH (v) and HF (n) stretching and O–H–F (b) bending motions. In a
few cases, this assignment is not so clear. Geometries, energies and harmonic frequencies of the
fitted surfaces are given in Table II for the five states, where M1, M2 and TS denote a well in
the F+OH region, a well in the O+HF region and the TS, respectively. In some cases, frequencies
are not presented due to some convergence problems in the calculation of the second derivatives.
The agreement between fitted and ab initio values, shown in Table II, is very good. The most
interesting characteristics of all the surfaces are discussed below.
The most noticeable feature, as shown in Fig. 2, is the very deep well (M1) presented in the
ground 1 1A′ state and located in the F+OH region, that corresponds to the most stable geometry
of the system. It has an energy of ≈ 2.1 eV below the F+OH channel. Experimental information
of this well is available. This well, corresponding to the insertion of the oxygen atom, is a general
feature of the HOX (X=halogen) systems. It presents a bent geometry (see Table II) with a fitted
OHF angle of 50.5 degrees. The experimental value is 51.4 degrees[82]. The rOH distance is
very close to that of the free diatom but the rHF is larger than that of the free HF. The fitted rOH
and rHF distances are 1.8279 a.u. and 3.4902 a.u., respectively. The corresponding experimental
values[82] are 1.8249 a.u. and 3.4616 a.u., showing a very good agreement. Frequencies have
real values indicating that it is a minimum of the fitted PES. The accuracy of the fits is assessed
in the comparison between fitted and calculated frequencies shown in Table II. The calculated
frequencies are 3773 (≈ the OH vibration), 1395 (≈ the HF vibration) and 907 cm−1 (≈ the
bending), in very good agreement with the available experimental data of 3764, 1396 and 917
cm−1 of Ref.[82]. These results are also very close to those obtained by Ramachandran et al[77]
using a AVTZ basis set and a CCSD(T) method: 3746, 1390 and 915 cm−1. Also, this PES has
been used recently for describing the O(1D)+HF reactive collision leading to results in rather good
agreement with the currently available experimental data[83].
The ground 1 1A′ state presents a second minimum, much shallower than the previous one. It is
located in the O+HF region with a rHF distance of 1.7637 a.u., very close to the value of the free
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molecule, and a much longer rOH distance. It has also a bent equilibrium structure. In this case,
ωn ≈ 4000 cm−1, corresponding to the HF stretching, approaches to the vibrational frequency of
the free diatom. It has an energy of ≈ 0.300 eV above the F+OH limit, as can be seen in the Fig.
2.
The TS of this surface has a bent geometry with the rOH bond distance much longer than the
rHF one and an energy of 0.375 eV above the F+OH channel. A normal mode analysis gives an
imaginary frequency (ωv ≈ 600i cm−1) that corresponds to the OH elongation. The inclusion of
the zero point energies at the stationary points along the MEP from O(1D)+HF to F+OH channel,
gives an effective “barrier” to reaction of −0.144 eV, i.e., there is no energy threshold to reaction,
as can be seen in the Table II.
In contrast to the ground 1 1A′ state, the first 2 1A′ and the second 3 1A′ excited states have a
collinear global MEP. The 2 1A′ just presents a collinear shallow minimum in the F+OH region,
with the rOH distance close to the bare OH equilibrium geometry and a very much elongated rHF
distance. In fact, the higher vibrational frequency, corresponding to the OH stretching, approaches
that of the free OH diatom. The 3 1A′ potential energy surface does not present any minimum.
Reaction barriers of both surfaces have a very high energy, 1.461 and 1.773 eV above the F+OH
asymptote, respectively. Normal mode analysis gives one imaginary frequency per surface corre-
sponding, in both cases, to the HF stretching. At these collinear geometries, the bending modes
are, of course, doubly degenerate.
On the other hand, the ground 1 1A′′ state presents two wells at both sides of the saddle point,
one in the OH+F entrance channel and the other one in the HF+O exit channel, as can also be seen
in the Fig. 2. Both wells have a collinear geometry. Their geometries and frequencies are given in
Table II. However, its TS has a bent geometry and it is placed ≈ 1 eV above the F+OH channel.
The imaginary frequency corresponds to the OH stretching.
In the last place, the 2 1A′′ excited state has a collinear global MEP. It just presents a shallow
well in the F+OH region. Note in Fig. 2 that the MEP’s of this state and the 2 1A′ state are
degenerate, since both are collinear and they correlate with a doubly-degenerate state, 1Π or 1∆,
in this adiabatic approach (see Fig. 1).
Fig.3 displays contour plots of the PES of the five states for three angles. The insertion well in
the 1 1A′ is clearly visualized in the lowest panel (θ = 60) of the corresponding column.
As found for the triplet surfaces reported in previous papers[53, 54], the singlet surfaces also
cross each other several times along the MEP, as displayed in the top panel of Fig. 1. It is well-
9known that these conical intersections will affect dramatically to the dynamical behaviour either in
photoinitiated processes or collisional events. However, these crossings are not well-reproduced
with the procedure used to fit the surfaces. Fig. 4 shows a detail of the collinear energy paths for
the three 1A′ states. Points represent the ab initio calculations and solid lines represent the fitted
surfaces at these calculated points. From the ab initio points, it can be seen that 1 1A′ and 2 1A′
states cross at both sides of the saddle point while 3 1A′ only cross in the F+OH region. However,
the fitted surfaces do not describe the cusps of the conical intersections, as displayed in Fig. 4.
This feature is not so important for the ground surfaces of both symmetries, A′ and A′′, since their
MEP, i.e., their more important dynamical low lying regions, are non-collinear. For example, note
the good agreement between the ab initio MEP, represented by points, and the global MEP, in solid
line, for the ground 1 1A′ state, shown in Fig. 2. The same behaviour was found for the triplet
surfaces. In order to solve it, an energy-based method of diabatization has been recently proposed
[60] for the three lowest triplet surfaces. Three-dimensional coupled diabatic energy surfaces have
been obtained using an interpolation procedure describing correctly the typical cusps at crossings.
III. PHOTODETACHMENT SIMULATION
After the electron photodetachment of an anion, the neutral molecular fragment is produced in
one or several electronic states. In some cases, an unstable region of the PES is reached, so that
the neutral system dissociates. When the equilibrium geometry of the parent anion is close to the
TS region, the initial wave packet evolves towards reactants and products. This is the situation of
the system under study for which the processes involved can be summarized as
OHF−(2Π) + hν −→ O(3P,1D) +HF (1Σ+) + e
−→ F (2P ) +OH(2Π) + e,
where there are open shell species in the two rearrangement channels. It is therefore necessary to
include most of the electronic states of OHF correlating with those of the products.
The complexity of such fragmentation process makes impossible an exact simulation with cur-
rently available methods. The most common approximation[6, 28, 84] considers the separation
of the fast ionization process from the subsequent, and relatively slower, reaction dynamics of the
neutral fragments. The total wave function, for a total energy E describing the electron ejected
along the direction k (with a kinetic energy ǫ = k2/2me) and the neutral fragments in a final state
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(characterized by a collection of quantum numbers denoted by α), is written as
ΨFfαEk =
√
2N + 1
8π2
∑
f ′
DN∗µΩN (Qˆ) Φ
Nfα
f ′ (Q) |Λ
′;k〉, (1)
where collective quantum numbers are defined as F ≡ N, µ and f ≡ Λ,ΩN . N is the total an-
gular momentum of the neutral fragments described by Wigner rotation matrices[85] DN∗µΩN (Qˆ)
(with projections µ and ΩN on the space-fixed and body-fixed frames respectively, Qˆ being the
three Eulerian angles relating the two frames)and ΦNfαf ′ (Q) are functions depending on the in-
ternal nuclear degrees of freedom Q. Λ denotes a particular |Λ′;k〉 electronic function, which is
expanded in partial waves as[86–89]
|Λ′;k〉 =
∑
ℓmλ
iℓe−iσl(k) Yℓm(kˆ)D
ℓ∗
mλ(Qˆ)|Λ
′;ϕǫℓλ〉 (2)
where ℓ,m, λ denotes the angular momentum of the photoelectron and its projections along the
space and molecular fixed z-axes. |Λ′;ϕǫℓλ〉 is the total electronic function, constructed from the
OHF electronic function, |Λ′〉, and the continuum wave function of the ejected electron, ϕǫℓλ.
Finally, σl(k) is the Coulomb phase shift and hereafter will be neglected because the interaction
between the electron and the neutral fragment vanish at moderately short distances.
The initial bound state of the anion is expressed in the Born-Oppenheimer approximation as
ΨJiMifi =
√
2Ji + 1
8π2
∑
Ωi
DJi∗MiΩi(Qˆ) Φ
Jifi
Ωi
(Q) |Λi〉 (3)
where |Λi〉 is the electronic function of the anion, which in the equilibrium configuration is linear
and is then characterized by the projection of the orbital angular momentum on the internuclear
vector. Here, Ji,Mi,Ωi are the total angular momentum of the entire system and its projections on
the space and body fixed axes, and fi ≡ Ki, vi,Λi (Ki refers to a rotational sublevel and vi denotes
the initial vibrational state of the anion).
The photoelectron angular distribution (PAD) following resonance-enhanced multiphoton ion-
ization (REMPI) is a subject of current interest due to the recent development of experimental
techniques[90–92]. Here, however, we shall consider the excitation by a single photon to produce
the ionization. Considering a first order perturbative approximation for electric dipole transitions
induced by photons of energy hν, the matrix elements between the initial and final wave functions
are expressed as
〈
ΨFfαEk |d · e|Ψ
Fi
fi
〉
=
∑
ℓm
∑
p
∑
JM
(2J + 1)
√
(2Ji + 1)(2N + 1)(−1)
p(e)−p Y
∗
ℓm(kˆ)
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

N ℓ J
µ m −M




Ji 1 J
Mi p −M

 〈Jifi||d||JℓNfα〉 (4)
with J = N+ ℓbeing the total angular momentum of the neutral system plus the ejected electron,
with projection Ω on the body-fixed z-axis. e is the polarization vector of the incident photon with
projection p along the space-fixed z-axis, and the reduced transition moments of the electric dipole
operator are given by
〈Jifi||d||JℓNfα〉 =
∑
Ωi
∑
f ′
∑
λΩ
∑
q


N ℓ J
Ω′N λ −Ω




Ji 1 J
Ωi q −Ω


ile−iσl
∫
dQΦNfα∗f ′ (Q)〈Λ
′;ϕǫℓλ|dq|Λi〉Φ
Jifi
Ωi
(Q). (5)
Assuming linearly polarized photons (p=0) absorbed by a randomly oriented anion, the dif-
ferential cross section, for neutral products in the Nfα final state and the electron ejected in the
kˆ ≡ (Θ, φ) direction with energy ǫ, is given by[93–95]
∂σJifi,Nfα(hν, ǫ)
∂kˆ
=
∑
µ
∑
Mi
(2Ji + 1)
−1
∣∣∣〈ΨFfαEk |d · e|ΨFifi
〉∣∣∣2
=
σJifi,Nfα(hν, ǫ)
4π
[
1 + βJifi,Nfα(hν, ǫ)P2(cosΘ)
]
. (6)
It does not depend on the azimuthal angle because of the cylindric symmetry and the depen-
dence on Θ presents the typical second order Legendre polynomial distribution, governed by the
anisotropy parameter, βJifi,Nfα(hν, ǫ), while the dependence on the electron kinetic energy is
essentially in the partial cross section term, σJifi,Nfα(hν, ǫ). These two quantities take the form
σJifi,Nfα(hν, ǫ) =
∑
ℓ,J
(2Ji + 1)(2N + 1)(2J + 1)
3
|〈Jifi||d||JℓNfα〉|
2
βJifi,Nfα(hν, ǫ) =
√
5
6
1
σJifi,Nfα
∑
ℓ,ℓ′
∑
J,J ′
(2Ji + 1)(2N + 1)(2J + 1)(2J
′ + 1)
√
(2ℓ+ 1)(2ℓ′ + 1)
(−1)ℓ+ℓ
′
−N−Ji


J 1 Ji
1 J ′ 2




ℓ′ J ′ N
J ℓ 2




ℓ′ ℓ 2
0 0 0


〈Jifi||d||JℓNfα〉〈Jifi||d||J
′ℓ′Nfα〉∗ (7)
These expressions can be further simplified if some approximations are considered in the re-
duced matrix elements of Eq.(5), namely:
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1. The Born-Oppenheimer and Coriolis decoupling approximations are considered so that the
summations on Ωi, Λ′ and Ω′N dissappear in Eq.(5 ).
2. The 〈Λ′;ϕǫℓλ|dq|Λi〉 electric dipole moment, in Eq.(5 ), are evaluated at the equilibrium
nuclear configuration and considered to be independent on Q.
With these two approximations, the total cross section, in Eq.(7.a) can be separated in two parts
as
σJifi,Nfα(hν, ǫ) = T Jifi,Nf SJifi,Nfα, (8)
with T Jifi,Nf depending on the electronic part, including the selection rules for rotational transi-
tions,
T Jif,Nf =
∑
ℓJλλ′
(2J + 1)


N ℓ J
ΩN λ −Ω




Ji 1 J
Ωi q −Ω




N ℓ J
ΩN λ
′ −Ω′




Ji 1 J
Ωi q
′ −Ω′


〈Λ;ϕǫℓλ|dq|Λi〉〈Λ;ϕǫℓλ′|dq|Λi〉
∗ (9)
with Ω = ΩN + λ and q = ΩN + λ−Ωi. The second part, SJifi,Nfα, only depends on the nuclear
part, taking the form
SJifi,Nfα =
(2Ji + 1)(2N + 1)
3
∣∣∣∣
∫
dQΦNfα∗f (Q)Φ
Jifi
Ωi
(Q)
∣∣∣∣2 . (10)
Analogously, the anisotropy parameter also simplifies, depending only on the electronic and rota-
tional part as
βJifi,Nf(ǫ) =
√
15/2
T Jifi,Nf
∑
ℓℓ′
∑
JJ ′
(2J + 1)(2J ′ + 1)
√
(2ℓ+ 1)(2ℓ′ + 1)(−1)ℓ+ℓ
′
−N−Ji


J 1 Ji
1 J ′ 2




ℓ′ J ′ N
J ℓ 2




ℓ′ ℓ 2
0 0 0


∑
λλ′
iℓ−ℓ
′
e−i(σl−σl′)


N ℓ J
ΩN λ −Ω




Ji 1 J
Ωi q −Ω




N ℓ′ J ′
ΩN λ
′ −Ω′




Ji 1 J
′
Ωi q
′ −Ω′

 〈Λ;ϕǫℓλ|dq|Λi〉〈Λ;ϕǫℓ′λ′ |dq|Λi〉∗ (11)
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In this approximation, either T Jifi,Nf or βJifi,Nf depend on the final state of the neutral prod-
ucts. Thus the total differential cross section is written as in Eq.(6) as
∂σJifi(hν, ǫ)
∂kˆ
=
∑
N,f,α
∂σJifi,Nfα(hν, ǫ)
∂kˆ
=
∑
N,f
T Jifi,NfSJifi,Nf(hν, ǫ)
4π
[
1 + βJifi,NfP2(cosΘ)
]
(12)
where SJifi,Nf(hν, ǫ) is the total cross section for a given rotational transition expressed as
SJifi,Nf(hν, ǫ) =
∑
α
SJifi,Nfα(hν, ǫ). (13)
A. Anisotropy factor
The calculation of the T Jifi,Nf and βJifi,Nf parameters is performed with a variation of the
independent electron approximation[88, 96], based on a treatment previously developed for the
evaluation of the electric dipole transition moments[55]. The electronic wave function of the
OHF− anion and the OHF neutral system are expressed as a linear combination of configurations
as
|Λ〉 =
∑
i
CΛi Di (14)
where the coefficients are calculated using a MRCI method with the MOLPRO package[64] at
the linear equilibrium geometry. The configurations Di are represented by Slater determinants
expressed in terms of the same molecular orbitals for OHF− and OHF. The two degenerate 2Π
states of OHF− correspond essentially to a single configuration
|Λi〉 ≈


|1σ22σ23σ24σ25σ21π211π
2
−16σ
22π212π
1
−1|
or
|1σ22σ23σ24σ25σ21π211π
2
−16σ
22π112π
2
−1|
. (15)
The electronic wave functions of the different states of OHF, however, present several con-
figurations. Since OHF has one electron less than, the wave function of the OHF+1e system
is formally built by including in each configuration an orbital, ϕǫℓλ, corresponding to the ejected
electron. Thus, the configurations of the OHF+1e can be viewed as monoexcitations, biexcitations,
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etc, of the reference configurations describing OHF−(2Π). In a crude approximation, an electron
is detached by promoting it from an occupied orbital, λi, of the OHF−(2Π) state, towards a disso-
ciative orbital, ϕǫℓ,λ, leaving the rest of the electrons in the same orbitals they were. Such direct
excitations correspond to monoexcited configurations. After the first electron departs, the rest of
electrons quickly reorder among different configurations, yielding to the different electronic states
of OHF. Such reordering would change a second electron from one of the orbitals, thus yielding
to a higher order excitations.
The electric dipole operator is monoelectronic. Its matrix elements between two configurations,
Di and Dj, differing in more than one orbital are zero[97]. This condition is expressed by intro-
ducing the delta function δnijexc,1, where n
ij
exc is 1 if the configuration of the OHF (with n) electrons
is contained in that of OHF− (with n+1 electrons). Thus, the electric dipole moment between the
total electronic wave functions is approximated by the mono-electronic matrix elements involv-
ing the initial molecular orbital of the anion, |λi〉, and the final continuum orbital describing the
ejected electron, |ϕǫℓ,λ〉, as
〈Λ;ϕǫℓλ|dq|Λi〉 ≈
∑
i
∑
j
δnijexc,1C
OHF−(2Π)
i C
OHF (Λ)
j 〈ϕǫℓ,λ|dq|λi〉. (16)
A second approximation used in this work consists in assuming a sudden approximation to
avoid the calculation of the dissociative orbital, such that
|〈ϕǫℓ,λ|dq|λi〉|
2 ≈ δλi,λ
∫
dx |〈Yℓλi|λi〉|
2 (17)
where x denotes the radial electronic coordinate.
The configurations of the different electronic states of OHF were analyzed previously, as shown
in Table I of Ref[55], finding that the transitions involve the excitation from the following molec-
ular orbitals:
λi = 6σ to reach OHF final electronic states |Λ〉 = 13A′′, 13A′ (correlating to the linear 3Π doubly
degenerate states), and 11A′, 11A′′ (correlating to the linear 1Π doubly degenerate states),
λi = 1π to reach OHF final electronic states |Λ〉 = 23A′′ (correlating to the linear 3Σ− ), and
21A′, 31A′ 21A′′ (correlating to the linear 1∆ doubly degenerate states, and the 1Σ+). (The
31A′(1Σ+) also involves smaller components from the 2π orbital which will be neglected
for simplicity).
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Since there is a single orbital for each final electronic state, the integral in Eq.(16) can be
separated as a common factor. The sum over the coefficient products, in Eq.(16), has a similar
weight for all the states considered, so that in the present case we will consider that
〈Λ;ϕǫℓλ|dq|Λi〉 ≈ δλi,λ
√∫
dx |〈Yℓλi|λi〉|
2. (18)
Therefore, the electric dipole moments between the initial and final electronic states only depends
on the two molecular orbitals involved in the transition in these approximations. These two orbitals
are shown in the top panels of Fig. 5, and their decomposition in spherical waves, equivalent to
the electronic integral of Eq.(18) are given in the corresponding bottom panels.
Finally, the T Jifi,Nf and βJifi,Nf factors do not depend any longer on the final Λ states but only
on λi. They are calculated using Eqs.(9) and (11), and shown in Fig.6, for Ji=0. It can be seen that
the major contribution arise for N=1, and that βJifi,Nf presents a strong dependence on ΩN .
B. Cross section
The cross-section, SJifi,Nf(hν, ǫ) in Eq.(13), determines how the differential cross section de-
pends on the electron kinetic energy, and in a time-dependent treatment is calculated as
SJifi,Nf=(ΩNΛ)(hν, ǫ) =
1
πh¯
Re
∫
∞
0
dt e−iEt/h¯
〈
ΨJifi,NΩNΛ(t)|ΨJifi,NΩNΛ(t = 0)
〉
, (19)
ΨJifi,NΩNΛ(t) is the wave packet at time t, describing the reaction dynamics of the neutral OHF
system, evolving in an electronic state |Λ〉 of the neutral OHF system.
The initial wave packet ΨJifi,NΩNΛ(t = 0) corresponds to the initial rovibrational state of the
anion, ΨJiMifi in Eq.(3). In the present case we consider Ji=0 and N=1, with ΩN = 0 and 1.
The three dimensional PES used corresponds to the OHF−(X2A′) previously reported[98], and
correlates with a 2Π doubly degenerate state at collinear geometry. This PES for the anion is
in very good agreement with recently published curves for the collinear geometry[99]. Renner-
Teller couplings are neglected, since the first excited 2A′′ state showed a small splitting of ≈ 300
cm−1[98]. In the adiabatic representation chosen, with Λ = 0, the ground rovibrational level
presents a dominant helicity for Ωi = 0, while those states with large Ωi 6= 0 contributions have a
much larger energy.
For the singlet states studied here the main fragmentation channel is OH(2Π)+F(2P ), both of
open-shell character. However, in an adiabatic description, Λ is not well defined and its value will
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be neglected, i.e. Λ = 0. The Λ value is only used to distinguish among them by their behaviour
at collinear geometry. Thus, the usual Hamiltonian for triatomic systems in Jacobi coordinates is
used here with: r, the OH internuclear vector, and R, the vector going from the OH center-of-
mass to the F atom, with γ being the angle between them. A body-fixed frame is defined by three
Eulerian angles (φ, θ, χ), with the three atoms in the x-z plane, and the z-axis pointing along the
R vector.
The wave packet is then represented as[100–102]
ΨJifi,NµΩNΛi =
∑
Ω′
N
,Λ′,j
ΦNΛ
′
Ω′
N
,j(r, R)
rR
WNµiΩ′
N
Λ′ , (20)
where the angular functions are eigensolutions of the inversion operator of spatial coordinates
(with eigenvalue i) and are defined as
WNµiΩ′
N
Λ =
√√√√ 2N + 1
16π2(1 + δΩ′
N
Λ′,0)
[
PjΩ′
N
(γ)DN∗µΩ′
N
(φ, θ, χ) |Λ′〉 (21)
+isΛ′(−1)
NPj−Ω′
N
(γ)DN∗µ−Ω′
N
(φ, θ, χ) | − Λ′〉
]
,
where DN∗µ−Ω′
N
are Wigner rotation matrices[85] and PjΩ′
N
are normalized associated Legendre
functions[103]. sΛ is the parity of the electronic wave function under reflection through the x-z
body-fixed plane.
The numerical details of the wave packet propagation are described in Refs.[98] and [55]. The
10 individual spectra considered (corresponding to the 5 singlet states whose PES were described
above, and ΩN = 0 and 1), shown in Fig.7, are obtained by Fourier transforming the autocorre-
lation function, Eq.(19), and expressed in terms of the electron kinetic energy, ǫ. The conversion
between the OHF energy, EOHF , and ǫ is obtained from the energy conservation condition as
ǫ = hν + EOHF− − EOHF ≈ 2.44eV − EOHF for the wavelength of 213 nm.
Since the experimental resolution is 8 meV[51], the autocorrelation functions are multiplied
by a e−Γt/h¯ exponential function, with Γ= 8 meV. This factor does not affect significantly to the
spectra corresponding to the excited states of the 1A′ and 1A′′ symmetries considered because they
do not present potential wells and the dissociation is direct and the autocorrelation functions go to
zero very fast.
The 11A′ and 11A′′ potentials present wells supporting some bound states and resonances. The
difference between these two cases is that while for 11A′′ recurrences appear at long times (and
are washed out by the exponential function), for 11A′ recurrences appear at short dynamics giving
rise to the resonant structures appearing in the spectra, as can be seen in Fig.7.
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The large differences between the results obtained for ΩN=0 and 1 (right and left panels of
Fig.7, respectively) were explained before for the three lower triplet states[60]. The initial wave
packet created is expanded as a superposition of spherical harmonics, which behaves as YjΩ(γ) ∝
sinΩ γ when γ → 0 or π. Thus, initial wave packets with ΩN = 1 components do not explore
collinear configurations, while those with ΩN = 0 components do. This difference at collinear
geometries explain the differences observed between left and right panels in Fig.7.
C. Differential cross section
Once SJifi,Nf (hν, ǫ), T Jifi,Nf and βJifi,Nf are known, the total differential cross section can
be evaluated using Eq.(12). Assuming Ji=0, it would be required to calculate SJifi,Nf(hν, ǫ) for
N=0,1,..,5 or 6, at which the intensity factor T Jifi,Nf becomes nearly zero, as it is seen in Fig.
6. However, SJifi,Nf(hν, ǫ) is expected to slightly depend on N . Here we shall use the results
obtained for N = 1 as a good approximation for all possible N values used in the decomposition
of the initial orbitals.
Also, for the triplet states we shall use the calculations of Ref.[60]. However, in that work a
cruder axial recoil approximation was used to estimate βJifi,Nf (valid for photodissociation but
not for photoionization) in which the transitions were separated in parallel (Λ + λ − Λi = 0),
with β=2, and perpendicular transitions (Λ + λ − Λi = ±1), with β=-1. Such assumption is not
valid as can be seen in Fig. 6, and for this reason here the results are presented again but using
the corrected T Jifi,Nf and βJifi,Nf parameters. In the approximations done to obtain to Eq.(18),
these two parameters do not depend on the final electronic state of the neutral OHF system, but
only on the molecular orbital λi excited in the photodetachment process. Since the orbitals excited
to arrive to triplet states are the same than for the singlet states considered here, the same T Jifi,Nf
and βJifi,Nf are used, shown in Fig.6.
The results obtained for singlet and triplet states are presented in Fig.8, clearly showing that
the triplets are the only contributing for ǫ > 1 eV. However, for ǫ < 0.5 eV, only singlet states
contributes. In the intermediate region both sets of states are important.
The spectra for singlet and triplets are simply added and the results are shown and compared
with the experimental results obtained at 213 nm[38] in Fig.9. All the structures are reasonably
well-reproduced but the relative intensities obtained for Θ = π/2 are appreciably in disagreement
with the experimental data. For, Θ=0 the agreement between the simulated and measured spectra
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is very good above 0.7 eV, but the intensity is too low at electron kinetic energies below this energy.
These failures in reproducing the relative intensities of the peaks are mainly attributed to, first,
the crude approximations used to evaluate T Jifi,Nf and βJifi,Nf and, second, to the contribution
of higher energy states, specially at low electron kinetic energy. In fact, there are 4 more states
correlating to the OH(2Π)+F(2P ) asymptote, that may contribute, as can be seen in Fig.1 for
collinear geometry: the doubly degenerate 3∆ state, and the 3Σ+ and 1Σ− states. These two
possible sources of error are analyzed below.
D. Sensitivity on T Jifi,Nf and βJifi,Nf
The main approximations performed concerns how these two parameters are evaluated. The
fact that they are separable from the SJifi,Nf(hν, ǫ) cross sections is questionable, but perhaps
the crudest approximation consists in considering that electronic integrals involved in T Jifi,Nf
and βJifi,Nf only depends on the initial molecular orbital excited and not on the final electronic
states, i.e. the sudden approximation expressed in Eqs.(18) and (17). However, to go beyond
this approximation, the calculation of the continuum functions of the ejected electron is required,
depending or not on the rest of the electrons. This is far from the scope of this work.
In order to check how sensitive is the differential cross sections on these quantities here we
shall simply modify the βJifi,Nf values. We shall use βJifi,Nf = −1 for ΩN = 0, and βJifi,Nf = 2
for ΩN = 1, irrespective of the value of λi and N , and the resulting spectra is shown in Fig.10.
With this modification the narrow peak appearing at≈0.8 eV and Θ = π/2 increases significantly.
This clearly demonstrates that the angle-resolved spectra are very sensitive to these two parameters
quantities.
An alternative would be to fit these parameters to the experimental values. For such purpose it
would be convenient to have available data for some more angles. Moreover, the total spectra does
not allow to separate the contribution from different final states, and hence produce non unique
fits. For doing that the contribution from different groups of states need to be separated as, for
example, detecting the neutral fragments in coincidence with the electrons[33, 61, 104]. In the
present case, for example, the detection of O+HF products below the opening of the O(1D)+HF
rearrangement channel would allow separate the contribution arising from the triplet states.
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E. Higher energy states contribution: two-dimensional calculations
In order to analyze the contribution of the higher energy electronic states, a study for collinear
geometry is described below, following the study performed in Ref.[55]. All the states shown in
Fig.1 have been calculated at a collinear OHF geometry and the corresponding contour plots are
shown in Fig.11. The excited 1Σ−, 3Σ+ and 3∆ correlates to the O(3P )+HF(3Π) asymptote, at
much higher energy because HF(3Π) is repulsive. At the OHF− equilibrium configuration, 3Π and
3Σ− states are clearly at lower energy than the rest of the states, whose energy is very similar.
The similarity between the 1Σ−, 3Σ+ and 3∆ PES’s is notable. The energy differences are very
small, of ≈ 0.1 mEh, and deserve some comments. These states correlate to the bound OH(2Π)
products, while for the other two rearrangement they correlate to repulsive states: the HF(3Π) for
all of them and OF(2Σ−,2 Σ+,2∆) for 1Σ−, 3Σ+ and 3∆ states, respectively. Nearly all diatomic
dissociative potentials can be well approximated by a hard wall PES in which the interaction is
zero for distances larger than 1-1.5 a.u. Then, when the OF and HF distances are larger than these
values, the three dimensional PES is well approximated by the OH(2Π) curve, common for all of
them, explaining their similarity.
The spectra, in Fig.12, are calculated using the same procedure used for the three-dimensional
results, with the difference that the PES is considered to be isotropic, so that only j=0 solutions
are included. The spectra for the excited states, 1∆,1Π,1 Σ+,1Σ−,3Σ+ and 3∆ are all very similar,
all contributing at the same electron kinetic energy. The dynamics, however, are not so similar,
because for the first singlet states, 1∆,1Π,1Σ+, the wave packet explores the two rearrangement
channels, and the spectra give direct information of the TS region. For the 1Σ−,3Σ+ and 3∆
excited states, the O+HF asymptote is clearly closed at the energies of interest, and the wave
packet directly dissociates in OH(2Π) + F(2P ) fragments.
The inclusion of the 1Σ−,3Σ+ and 3∆ states contribution in the total photoelectron spectrum
clearly increases the intensity of the total spectrum at low electron kinetic energy. Therefore,
the reason for the disagreement between simulated and experimental angle-resolved spectra is
attributed to these not included states.
The spectra of the 1Σ−,3Σ+ and 3∆ states are very similar to those of the 1∆,1Π,1 Σ+ states.
An estimation of their contribution at full dimensionality can easily be done by considering that
the spectra of the 1Σ− and 3Σ+ are equal to those of the 1Σ+ while that of 3∆ to the 1∆. The 3∆
state is not expected to present a well, or at least not so deep as that of 1∆ state. Therefore, this
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analogy yields an overestimation of the peaks associated with the resonances appearing in Fig.7.
However, since the Λ values are the same, the selection rules are analogous to those described
previously. Thus, the angle-resolved spectra shown in Fig.9 are corrected by multiplying by two
the contribution of the 1∆ state and by three the contribution of the 1Σ+ state. The corrected
spectra, in Fig.13, show a much better agreement with the experimental results, specially for low
electron kinetic energies where the intensity increases with respect to that presented in Fig.9. A
better agreement could be obtained if the PES’s of the 1Σ−,3Σ+ and 3∆ are calculated and their
spectra calculated. However, it seems probable that the disagreement between the experimental
and simulated intensity at the peaks of the spectra are due to inaccuracies in the modelization of
the T Jifi,Nf and βJifi,Nf factors, as discussed above.
Also, Renner-Teller effects in the parent OHF− anion should be included as well as the use of
properly diabatized states of OHF to assign properly the Λ quantum number. Finally the transi-
tion dipole moments should be better calculated and their dependence on the internal degrees of
freedom included.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this work the three-dimensional potential energy surfaces of the first five singlet states of
OHF have been developed. Those states correlate with the OH(2Π)+F(2P ) and O(1D)+HF(1Σ+)
rearrangement asymptotes. The 11A’ state presents a deep well, at bent geometry, corresponding
to the stable system. The rovibrational levels calculated in this well are in very good agreement
with the available infrared and microwave spectra experiments.
A simple approximation is presented for the calculation of angle-resolved photoelectron spec-
tra, in which a geometry and anisotropy parameters are calculated independently from the calcu-
lation of the total cross section. This last term is calculated using a wave packet method. This
method is applied to simulate the angle-resolved photoelectron spectra obtained in the photode-
tachment of OHF−.
A recently proposed adiabatic PES for the ground adiabatic level of the parent OHF− anion[98]
is used, which at collinear geometry is a 2Π, and the Renner-Teller effects have been neglected.
The ejected electron is assumed to be either σ and π, whose contributions were recently fitted[60]
to reproduce the angle-resolved spectra[38] in the energy region corresponding to the triplets. In
this work, the contribution of the first singlet states were calculated and added to the angle-resolved
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photoelectron spectra. It is found that the simulated intensity is relatively low for electron kinetic
energy when compared with the experimental one obtained at the wavelength of 213 nm.
Higher energy states correlating to the OH(2Π)+F(2P ), as can be seen in Fig.1, have been
calculated at collinear geometry. The contribution of all the states at this restricted geometry
have been considered, concluding that also the higher 1Σ−,3Σ+ and 3∆ states have a significant
contribution to the low electron kinetic energy region of the spectra.
Since at a collinear geometry all the spectra calculated are very similar for the higher excited
states, the contribution of the 1Σ−,3Σ+ and 3∆ states were included in the three dimensional sim-
ulation by considering that they are very similar to some of the five singlet states previously cal-
culated. Thus the calculated angle-resolved photoelectron spectra simulated become much closer
to the experimental one[38], reproducing most of the structures.
The main disagreements are attributed to the approximation made to estimate the intensity and
anisotropy parameters, T Jifi,Nf and βJifi,Nf , respectively, which needs to be improved. Other
effects that should be included are the three-dimensional PES’s of the 1Σ−,3Σ+ and 3∆ states, the
neglected Renner-Teller effects in the anion and the diabatization of the singlets to better describe
the dynamics. This last aspect is currently being addressed.
The recorded photo-electron spectra at the wavelength of 213 nm for electron kinetic en-
ergy lower than 1 eV arise from the contribution of at least 12 electronic states, because the
OH(2Π)+F(2P ) rearrangement channel opens. The 12 electronic states correlating to this asymp-
tote makes difficult to extract information about the TS region of any of them and it is necessary
to measure some more detailed quantities for doing it.
Below the opening of this channel only the triplet states contribute, but then all the dynamics
yield the HF(1Σ+)+O(3P ) rearrangement channel, and little information about the reaction dy-
namics can be extracted. This is the situation in the photo-electron, photo-fragment coincidence
measurements recently reported by Deyerl and Continetti[61] at 258 nm. In these experiments
detailed information about the fragmentation dynamics is extracted by the measurements of trans-
lational energy disposal of mass selected neutral fragments. O(3P ) or O(1D) fragments can be
easily separated by their large difference in energy. Therefore, detecting electrons in coincidence
with O atoms at higher energies will provide information of the reaction dynamics in the triplet
states above the HF(1Σ+)+O(3P ) channel opening. Moreover, if even higher energies are used,
yielding products in the O(1D)+HF(1Σ+) asymptote, the contribution from the singlet states can
also be extracted. Combining this technique with the angle-resolved detection of electrons could
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then provide unique and valuable information about the reaction dynamics near the conical inter-
sections appearing in this system.
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TABLE I: icMRCI+Q geometry and energy of stationary points of the ground 1 1A′′ electronic state calcu-
lated with several basis sets. Energies in eV and distances in a0.
rOH rHF θ Energy
AVTZ
Reactants 1.8389 — — 0.000
Products — 1.7346 — 0.545
M1 1.8387 4.2700 180.0 −0.049
M2 3.6376 1.7455 180.0 0.388
TS 2.2371 2.0509 134.0 0.995
AVQZ
Reactants 1.8338 — — 0.000
Products — 1.7280 — 0.516
M1 — — — —
M2 3.6353 1.7397 180.0 0.361
TS 2.2291 2.0534 180.0 0.998
AV5Z
Reactants 1.8327 — — 0.000
Products — 1.7270 — 0.513
M1 — — — —
M2 3.6336 1.7385 180.0 0.360
TS 2.2284 2.0543 132.8 0.994
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TABLE II: Geometry and energy of the calculated (icMRCI+Q) and fitted adiabatic stationary points for
the five singlet potential energy surfaces. In most of the cases (see text), (v, n, b) notation corresponds to
the harmonic normal modes for the OH and HF stretching and O−H−F bending, respectively. Distances
are given in a.u., angle θ(O-H-F) in degrees, frequencies in cm−1 and energies (V ) in eV. V0 is V plus the
zero point energy. TS refers to the transition state, while M1 and M2 refer to the well minium in the OH+F
and HF+O channels, respectively, appearing in some of the surfaces described.
1 1A′ 2 1A′ 3 1A′ 1 1A′′ 2 1A′′
Point Property MRCI fit MRCI fit MRCI fit MRCI fit MRCI fit
OH re 1.8389 1.8396 1.8389 1.8396 1.8389 1.8396 1.8389 1.8396 1.8389 1.8396
ωe 3718 3724 3719 3723 3717 3723 3718 3723 3719 3723
V 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
V0 0.230 0.231 0.230 0.231 0.230 0.231 0.230 0.231 0.230 0.231
HF re 1.7346 1.7373 1.7340 1.7373 1.7344 1.7373 1.7346 1.7373 1.7346 1.7373
ωe 4162 4081 4160 4081 4162 4081 4161 4081 4160 4081
V 0.535 0.541 0.531 0.542 0.537 0.541 0.545 0.542 0.547 0.542
V0 0.793 0.794 0.789 0.795 0.795 0.794 0.803 0.795 0.803 0.795
TS rOH 2.8566 3.1254 2.2015 2.2182 2.2303 2.2312 2.2371 2.2590 2.1995 2.2698
rHF 1.8280 1.8060 2.0796 2.0783 2.0586 2.0405 2.0509 2.0599 2.0799 2.1422
θ 83.4 76.3 180.0 180.0 180.0 180.0 134.0 132.6 180.0 180.0
ωv 698 i 571 i − 590 − 493 2399 i 2286 i − 527
ωn 3393 3407 − 3570 i − 4143 i 435 354 − 3768 i
ωb 493 435 − 783 − 745 1616 1523 − 922
V 0.377 0.375 1.442 1.461 1.779 1.773 0.995 1.008 1.451 1.474
V0 0.661 0.650 − 1.816 − 2.153 1.271 1.266 − 1.855
M1 rOH 1.8300 1.8279 1.8389 1.8529 1.8387 1.8428 1.8387 1.8313
rHF 3.4792 3.4902 4.3184 4.7126 4.2700 4.0988 4.2696 4.3860
θ 50.9 50.5 180.0 180.0 180.0 180.0 180.0 180.0
ωv 3773 3760 3727 3460 3729 3585 3729 3680
ωn 1395 1254 87 64 94 108 94 119
ωb 907 906 173 248 119 74 122 233
V −2.119 −2.111 −0.038 −0.032 −0.049 −0.036 −0.043 −0.042
V0 −1.742 −1.744 0.220 0.217 0.203 0.202 0.209 0.208
M2 rOH 3.6682 3.7654 3.6376 3.6389
rHF 1.7591 1.7637 1.7455 1.7549
θ 61.1 55.7 180.0 180.0
ωv 543 759 − 170
ωn 4004 4002 − 4198
ωb 414 395 − 266
V 0.331 0.323 0.388 0.390
V0 0.639 0.643 − 0.694
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FIG. 1: Collinear minimum energy paths for the states that correlate with F (2P ) + OH (2Π) asymptotic
limit (top panel). Asymptotic energy curves corresponding to the F+OH, O+HF and H+FO rearrangements
(bottom panel).
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FIG. 2: Global three-dimensional minimum energy paths as a function of the arc length, s, for the five
singlet states that correlate with O (1D) + HF (1Σ+) asymptotic limit. Zero of energy corresponds to F
(2F ) + OH (2Π) channel. For the 1 1A′ state, ab initio points are also included.
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FIG. 3: Contour plots of the five singlet potential energy surfaces as a function of rOH and rHF , for three
angles. The energy contours are -2.1, -1.5, -1.0, -0.5, 0.0, 1.0 and 3.0 eV.
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FIG. 4: Detail of the collinear minimum energy paths as a function of the arc length, s, for the three lowest
1A′ states that correlate with O (1D) + HF (1Σ+) asymptotic limit. Zero energy corresponds to F (2F ) +
OH (2Π) channel. Solid lines correspond to the fits and points are the ab initio calculations.
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FIG. 5: Top panels: contourplot of the amplitude of the 6σ (left) and 1π (right) orbitals of OHF−(2Π) at
linear equilibrium geometry (with rOH= 2.04 and rHF=2.46 a.u.). The origin is at the nuclear center of
mass, with the three atoms lying in the x axis. Bottom panels: Square of the coefficients of the molecular
orbitals expanded in associated Legendre polynomials, Plλ(cosΘ).
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FIG. 6: Intensity factor, T, (top panels) and anisotropy parameter, β, obtained in the independent electron
model in a sudden approach for the 6σ (left) and 1π (right) orbitals of OHF−(2Π) at linear equilibrium
geometry, as explained in the text. Here Ji = 0 and λ, the projection of the departing electron, is equal to
that of the molecular orbital excited.
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FIG. 7: Absorption spectra obtained for the electronic and rotational N = 1 ← Ji = 0 transition. The
simulation is performed for an excitation wavelength of 213 nm, using ǫ = 2.44 eV −EOHF with the
OH+F threshold situated at ǫ = 1.025 eV as indicated by the arrow.
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FIG. 8: Angle-resolved spectra at Θ=0 and π/2 for singlet and triplet states separately.
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FIG. 9: Total angle-resolved spectra at Θ=0 and π/2. The experimental result of Neumark[38] is also
presented for comparison.
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FIG. 10: The same than for Fig.9, but using βJi=0,fi,N,ΩN=0,λi=6σ=-1 and βJi=0,fi,N,ΩN=1,λi=6σ=2.
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FIG. 11: Contour plots of the PES of the electronic states of OHF for collinear geometry. The contours
are -2.1,-1.5,-1,-0.5,0,1,3 eV with respect to the OH+F asymptote. Initial wave packet is also plotted. The
broader black lines indicate the conical intersection seams: between 3Π −3 Σ− in the lower-right panel,
between 1Π−1 ∆ in the panel of the 1Π PES, and between 1Π−1 Σ+ in the panel of the 1Σ+ PES.
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FIG. 12: Absorption spectra to the different OHF electronic states calculated using the collinear PES’s .
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FIG. 13: Same as Fig.9 but adding the approximated contribution of the excited states 1Σ−, 3Σ+ and 3∆,
as explained in the text.
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